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ACRD action plan aims
to activate seniors
MIKE YOUDS
Special to the News

Seumas McCombie jots down housing ideas during a recent ACRD age-friendly workshop (MIKE YOUDS/ Special
to the AV News)

Twenty-two percent of Alberni Valley rural
residents are senior citizens, a significantly
higher proportion than the B.C. average of
13 percent.
More significantly, over the next 20 years the
number of Valley residents aged 75 and over
is expected to double.
Those figures spoke volumes at an age-friendly workshop hosted Feb. 6 by the Alberni-Clayoquot Regional District.
While the city has pursued age-friendly recognition since 2013, the ACRD is just getting
going with an action plan to be implemented
in April.

OPEN BURNING BAN IN EFFECT
To reduce the risk of wildfires and the impacts
of smoke on people’s health, there is a provincewide burning ban on all fires, expect for very
small campfires measuring 0.5 meters by 0.5
meters. This fire ban includes fireworks, burn
barrels, slash piles and fire lanterns. The City
and ACRD green spaces remain open and we
ask you to continue to practice social distancing
while using these spaces.
The public can report wildfires and open
burning through:

RESTORE YOUR SMILE IN

48

HOURS

RAPP line 1-877-952-RAPP or
Telus cellular #7277 or
BC Wildfire 1 800 663-5555
toll free or *5555 on a cellphone
If the fire is an immediate threat or
danger call 911

Revolutionary Dental Implant Procedure for
Permanent Teeth Replacement
This advanced procedure helps those suffering from ill-ﬁtting
dentures, dental disease, failing or missing teeth with a state of
the art full mouth reconstruction in just two days!
This cutting edge technology allows us to deliver your ﬁrst and
ﬁnal permanent implant teeth in about 48 hours following
surgery.
REGAIN
CONFIDENCE

TALK MORE,
SMILE MORE

IMPROVE
YOUR
HEALTH
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www.letsconnectpa.ca/covid-19

“The goal is to be recognized by UBCM as
an age-friendly community,” ACRD Planner
Amy Anaka told workshop participants.
Age-friendliness is a social planning movement launched 15 years ago by the World
Health Organization. Shifting demographics — the so-called silver tsunami — helped
inspire the movement, but its broader vision
has been to improve quality of life overall.
B.C. is a recognized leader with more than 40
communities recognized so far.
Age-friendly communities allow people to
remain as independent as possible for as long as
possible, said Cherie Enns, planning consultant.
“It’s important to note this is a global initiative and it speaks to community,” Enns said.
“There are so many times that place is excluded
for us due to age.”
Last year, for the first time, people over 65 outnumbered those age 14 and younger, she noted.
The World Health Organization recognizes
eight “domains of age-friendliness.” These
include safe, accessible environments (indoors
and outdoors), transportation, housing, social
inclusiveness, support and health services. This
calls for an integration of all aspects of community, Enns said.
“There are just so many ways we can rethink
community and how we can remain active at
all levels,” Enns said.

The goal is to be
recognized by
UBCM as an agefriendly community.
– Amy Anaka
Anaka offered a snapshot of electoral area
age composition. With a median age of 47,
30 percent are between 45 and 64, the largest
age group. Average life expectancy is 79. More
significantly, over the next 20 years, the number
of residents aged 75 and over is expected to
double, she said.
While the ACRD plan is focused on rural
areas, city and valley are closely linked: “Really,
it’s a plan for the entire valley,” Anaka said.
“There’s already been a lot of age-friendly
work done locally and we’re going to make
sure we work off that,” she added. Planning
revolves around the ACRD zoning bylaw, official community plan, agricultural plan and
emergency plan as well as parks and trails.
A resident survey this winter year yielded
direct feedback. Among common concerns,
accessibility and transportation alternatives
were prominent. Safe cycling is limited within
the rural areas.
“A lot of people commented on Beaver Creek
Road in particular,” Anaka said.
Health concerns include a chronic shortage of physicians and a single walk-in clinic.
Respondents also showed strong interest in
growing their own food.
“We need many more farmers growing food
locally and programs to help people access
that food.”

